The HOLIDAY Program
CREATE AN EYE-CATCHING DISPLAY WITH PLANTS IN OUR EXCLUSIVE HOLIDAY WRAP!

MAKE IT SPECIAL, MAKE IT MONROVIA
• Wraps available for 1-, 2-, and 5-gallon plants
• You choose the plants, we ship them ready-wrapped for display
• Evergreens, houseplants, culinary plants make easy gifts!
• Minimum order to qualify for the program from Oregon, Georgia, and California nurseries

ENTER TO WIN OUR GARDEN CENTER DISPLAY CONTEST NOVEMBER 1 - 30, 2022
Decorate your Monrovia wrapped plants for the holidays. Then, send in your photos to helen.lawson@monrovia.com.
Winning garden centers will be chosen by December 1, 2022 and published @monroviaplants with a mention of your store or location.
Winners will receive up to 20 Monrovia beanie caps for your employees!

Optional poster available